DID YOU KNOW?
Best-in-class organizations are

2.4 times

organization, yet many companies don’t have a robust plan in place.

left confused and disengaged with the company, which intensifies the

employee feedback to

existing challenges that HR already faces.

inform the management
(Aberdeen Group)

communication practices in order to thrive and grow within their

When HR teams lack a comprehensive communications strategy, employees are

more likely than others to use

of human resources

The human resources department needs to embrace strong

Instead, organizations need to realign their approach to communications to create a dialogue
between leadership and employees that both articulates the company’s values and better
integrates employee feedback to help empower HR.

Open channels of communication between the C-Suite and employees give the workforce a better
understanding of the company’s trajectory, their part in its growth and how their input in the process is not only
heard, but put into action.
Once all employees have a better understanding of company values, it’s also easier to articulate them to potential job
candidates externally. Research from Weber Shandwick shows that 39% of employees share praise or positive comments
online about their employer when they are happy and informed.
As employees discuss their experience working for a company, expressing its shared values, they not only help build a
positive employer brand on behalf of the organization, but also set expectations for prospective applicants.
Employers believe this to be true as well as 67% think retention rates would be higher if candidates had a clearer picture
of what to expect about working at the company before taking the job (Glassdoor).
With stronger communications practices internally, employees not only grasp key company values, but also provide
feedback to HR on a consistent basis to help refine their processes for smoother recruiting, hiring and onboarding.
Feedback from employees leads to the creation of better messaging to attract qualified candidates and a clearer
understanding of how the brand is viewed by the people living and breathing it everyday.
The success of HR in achieving its goals is a result of a partnership between employees and leadership, which
is only facilitated when a communications framework is in place.
An investment in the right policies and tools for facilitating more effective company
communications can simplify the process of supporting a corporate dialogue to address HR

Key Takeaway
A company’s

objectives.

communication strategy
Learn how elevating company communications as a key priority supports HR
in increasing the quality and size of the applicant pool, building a remarkable
employer brand, improving employee onboarding and reducing

gives employees the
information and infrastructure
needed to support HR in achieving
its goals.

turnover rates.
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Improving Applicant Quality

DID YOU KNOW?

79%

There are plenty of ways to drive applicants to apply to your open
positions, but ensuring they are high-quality candidates is a more
complicated task for HR professionals.

of businesses indicate that their
biggest HR hurdle is finding &

Start by educating employees about the company by communicating its values through
corporate policies, expressed simply, but deeply through both stories and the actions of

hiring appropriately skilled
talent in a thinned-out

management and the C-Suite.

candidate pool
(Aberdeen Group)

Communicating with employees about the company and its values will help them articulate this
information to their peers within the company and externally. The positive and the negative experiences will
be shared with others about what the brand really stands for internally.
It’s also important that what’s being messaged externally about the company actually matches how employees feel
about their job and their role in the overall workforce.
Since employees are more trusted than leadership, their perspective on working at an organization plays a pivotal role in
informing future prospects about what the company stands for and if they feel they are the right match.
Unfortunately, nearly one in three employees don’t trust their employer (Edelman), which makes it less likely for an
employee to say positive things about the company they work for.
Avoid building a negative reputation and positively influence applicants by sharing the company’s values with employees
in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•

Articulate clear expectations to employees so they understand how to succeed within the organization and refer the
right people for open positions.
Provide opportunities for employees to get involved in charitable activities, cultural sponsorships and networking
events that reflect the brand’s values. Ask those who attend to reflect on their experience participating.
Be open and clear as possible about company hiring practices to ensure employees understand the
company’s vision and direction.
Consistently refer back to the values and vision of the company in every form of communication,
formal and informal from job descriptions to all hands meetings.
Provide training to leadership on how to best discuss company values and include them in
day-to-day activities, policies and across all communication channels.
A dialogue between employees and leadership can clarify not only what the company stands

Key Takeaway

for, but also what skills they are looking for in applicants, the types of benefits and

Share company values with

incentives offered to employees, the day-to-day experience, growth opportunities

employees consistently, stressing

and more.

transparency and an open-dialogue
to ensure potential applicants are
informed about the company’s vision.

Through developing a company’s communications strategy, HR teams can
ensure that employees are more informed on what the company stands
for and their role in its growth.
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DID YOU KNOW?

Increasing Your Pool of Applicants

$3,000

Developing a company’s communications strategy informs employees of
the brand’s values as well as what HR is looking for from potential candidates.

is saved per hire when they are

Focus on communicating what positions are open, the types of people ideal

referred by an existing
employee
(Recruiter)

for open roles and that employees are encouraged to share job openings with
their network.
By having a stronger connection with leadership and the company’s goals, employees will
be more informed and engaged with their roles and able to refer more applicants to

open positions.
For example, GoDaddy expanded its pool of applicants by communicating with employees about recruiting
efforts. Now 33% of their new hires come from employee referrals (LinkedIn).
The company even encouraged all employees involved in recruiting to share an image on LinkedIn of themselves
looking into a branded mirror with the copy “This is what a GoDaddy recruiter looks like.” (LinkedIn)
The goal of their campaign was to encourage the participation of GoDaddy employees, while humanizing the brand and
the hiring process for potential candidates.
Referrals from your employee’s network can help significantly increase the number of applicants and these professionals
tend to be of higher quality as referral candidates are 3 to 4 times more likely to be hired than non-referral candidates
(Recruiter).
Employees are able to drive interest from more candidates because their involvement personalizes the recruiting process.
Usually the person recommending a job is even someone that they’re already familiar with and trust.
Employee-referred candidates also take less time to hire. It takes an average of 29 days to hire a referral, 39 days to hire
someone from a job listing and 45 days to hire from a career site (Jobvite).

33%

of GoDaddy’s new hires come from employee
referrals. (LinkedIn)
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Here are the most effective ways to motivate employees to attract qualified talent:
1.

Share data with employees about the increased performance of referred candidates vs. other candidates to educate
them on the value it offers their team when they become part of the recruiting process.

2.

Distribute relevant and targeted job openings with employees to encourage them to share these positions with their
network and increase referrals. Personalizing the job openings sent to employees ensures they aren’t ignored. They
are also more likely to get shared externally on social media and elsewhere.

3.

Host HR workshops with employees to educate them on where to look for referral prospects, how to identify strong
candidates and topics to consider discussing. Don’t require employees share a particular topic or value as that can
quickly turn disingenuous, but instead provide examples of what to discuss with potential candidates to give them
reference points to start with.

4.

Develop an inventory of content that includes stories that reflect company values for employees to share with their
network and to reference when having conversations with potential candidates. For example, Frito-Lay often shares
with their team and the public how their top-selling product, Flamin’ Hot Cheetos, was a product idea pitched by an
employee. (Inc).

Key Takeaway
Drive more qualified
applicants to your
organization by
communicating with
employees about the
value of their role in
referring candidates.
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DID YOU KNOW?

Creating a Strong Employer Brand

69%

Another way to both improve applicant quality and increase the pool of
applicants is by creating a strong employer brand within your industry, fueled

of active job seekers are likely

by company communications.

to apply to a job if the
employer actively manages

Employer branding is the process an organization invests in to make their company a

its employer brand

desirable place to work for all employees. Creating a remarkable employer brand starts and

(Glassdoor)

ends by communicating with existing employees.
Empowered communication between leadership and employees helps to distribute what the company
stands for, which is also shared with external stakeholders to elevate and differentiate a company’s brand in a
vertical.
According to Jobvite, 36% of applicants consider conversations with others, company reputation and online
research about a potential employer to have the biggest impact on their impression of a job.
For instance, Google invests heavily in building a distinct employer brand by ensuring that every step in the recruiting and
hiring process, even if a candidate isn’t selected, is a positive experience. The hope is that these experiences are shared
with other potential candidates to drive a positive impression of the brand, especially when coming from Google’s current
employees.
Ranked as America’s second best employer, Google communicates effectively with staff about the benefits they offer, the
direction of the company and above all, the values that help drive all the organization’s projects, products and actions
(Forbes).
To build an employer brand, like Google’s, that attracts the right candidates, communicate the company’s values with
employees — and make sure that you act on them too.

36%

of applicants consider conversations with others,
company reputation and online research about a
potential employer to have the biggest impact on
their impression of a job.
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Communicating Company Values

Putting Corporate Values Into Action

Share stories internally and externally of the career
growth of exceptional employees to show
professional opportunities at the company.
Include how they were recognized for these
achievements with each story shared.

Recognize model employees by providing them
with awards, promotions and other benefits on a
consistent basis. Rewarding employees who embody
company values shows the workforce and potential
candidates what traits leadership prioritizes.

Management should stress with employees their
willingness to receive feedback across departments.
Highlight employee suggestions that resulted in
achieving business objectives across channels and
pitch these success stories to the media.
For example, Frito-Lay’s top-selling product, Flamin’
Hot Cheetos, was a product idea pitched by an
employee and its performance was widely covered
by leading food and business publications (Inc).

Collect ongoing feedback from employees with a
reliable software system and execute some of the
constructive feedback that aligns with company
values and goals. Not all feedback should be put
into action, but it should be made clear to
employees that every suggestion was reviewed by
leadership.

Invest in communicating on the channels where your
employees are most active like social media, mobile
and messaging apps. Share engaging company
content on these channels and encourage
employees to share as well as these mediums are
where they are most likely to reach potential
candidates in their network.

Train staff on how to best use each of your top
communication channels to reach the other
professionals in their network, whether staff
members are using LinkedIn, Slack, the company’s
mobile app or another platform to communicate
with company leadership and other employees.

Building a thriving company communications strategy around employees is an investment in building a global reputation
amongst job seekers. It’s important to consistently communicate the quality and dedication of employees, among other
corporate values, to impact how consumers view your brand as an employer, says Richard Mosley, VP of Strategy at
employer branding firm, Universum.

Key Takeaway
A world-class reputation as
an employer starts with
communicating to employees,
executing your corporate values and
equipping staff with the right tools and
messaging.
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Updating Employee Onboarding

DID YOU KNOW?
New employees were

58%

A formalized and structured onboarding process involves communicating
effectively with new employees about what they are expected to do in their role

more likely to stay at their job
and what tools and processes they need to succeed.
after three years when they
go through a structured
Yet only 30% of employees are happy with communications received from HR when it comes
onboarding
to onboarding, hiring and other processes (Davis and Company). From the beginning,
program
leadership should communicate with new hires about the company’s values and goals, as well as
(Society For HR
Management)

provide content and training to illustrate the details of their role and responsibilities.
By communicating with new employees right away, they are more likely to get quickly acclimated to the
company’s culture as opposed to the time it would take them to figure it out on their own.

Communicating quickly during the onboarding process is important as 86% of senior executives and HR staffing
professionals believe that a new hire’s decision to stay with a company long-term is made within the first six months of
employment (Society For Human Resource Management).
In addition, existing employees need to be involved to ensure new hires integrate successfully into the workforce. When
employees are informed, they are better equipped to mentor new hires and assist them with becoming an active member of
the team.
Educate employees on the importance of mentoring new team members as they join their department. Employees should
communicate and partner with new staff members to teach them the proper use of systems and tools, explain values and
policies as they act as mentors.
Proper company communications also improves the employee onboarding process because it incorporates the feedback
of existing employees who’ve already gone through the process themselves. This feedback can also reduce the time it takes
to complete onboarding, eliminate redundant steps in the process and better adapt onboarding to the ways
employees communicate.
Open communication across a company can also ensure new employees are provided with the best materials,
employee support systems and training from the very beginning to make the process smoother.
HR should invest in an employee resource center for all staff members, but especially for new hires who are
looking for highly curated and personalized materials on how to succeed in their new role and at the
Key Takeaway

company overall.

To improve onboarding,
Free-flowing communication across a company allows employees to be informed about how
they can mentor new staff members throughout onboarding and improve the process
with their feedback.

empower employees to
communicate with leadership
and offer feedback on the
process.
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DID YOU KNOW?

Reducing Employee Turnover

47%

Losing staff members is costly for the HR department, which is why an
investment in communications with employees can help strengthen their
engagement and productivity to reduce turnover.

of employees report that open
& free-flowing communication

“Mission-driven” companies have 30% higher levels of innovation and 40% higher levels
of retention and they tend to be first or second in their market segment (Deloitte). There is

is a key factor in staying
at their job for more

no reason not to actively communicate with employees as it makes them a stronger part of

than five years

company dialogue, engaging them on a consistent basis.

(Deloitte)

When employees understand company values and that their input in the organization’s growth is held in
high regard by leadership, they are more likely to be engaged and hold their positions for longer periods of
time.
Adapt your company communications strategy to create a productive workforce and increase employee retention by:
•

Sharing targeted and personalized content with employees about what’s happening across the company, but primarily
news that is relevant to their priorities.

•

Conducting interviews and surveys with existing employees about what they enjoy about their roles and what they’d
recommend improving at the company.

•

Hosting company events focused around how employees can excel at their positions and take their careers to the
next level whether it’s training on complementary skill sets or finding internal mentors to partner with.

•

Creating an open-door policy where employees can schedule time with management to discuss their ideas and provide constructive criticism on projects, policies and other departmental issues.

•

Setting up incentives for employees to meet performance goals such as mentoring others, creating internal programs,
participating in company events and more.

•

Developing standards for effective meetings and discussions between leadership and employees to ensure as many
conversations are productive as possible and integrated into company culture.
One example of how a company communications strategy can improve retention rates is how GE Capital offers
its staff both leadership training and professional development through the course of their careers.
These programs communicate to staff that the company and its leadership care about their
education and growth, which makes them feel both valued and invested in the brand.

Key Takeaway
To keep employees

Each program provides GE employees with the opportunity to learn new skill sets and interact
with colleagues across the company, leading to a more productive and engaged staff.

productive in their roles and
reduce retention rates,
communicate what’s happening at the
company and the importance of their
contribution to its growth.
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A precise and strategic company communications strategy leads to a more informed and productive workforce.
When employees understand their employer’s values and feel connected to their work, they’re more productive
and drive measurable results.
Thriving communications across a company benefits the entire organization, but particularly impacts human
resources as every goal, campaign and initiative of the department is related to the connection employees have
with the company.
When leadership regularly communicates with the workforce, employees better understand what the company
stands for and share this information with their own personal network to help drive qualified talent to apply.
Connected employees drive more job referrals as well, which tend to be of a higher quality and get hired more
quickly than non-referred candidates. As employees communicate the vision behind the company and what it is
like to work there, they contribute to a more accurate impression of the employer brand for outside stakeholders
and applicants.
An open-dialogue with staff also leads to a smoother onboarding process due to receiving employee feedback
on a regular basis. Lastly, informed employees are more productive and engaged leading to a lower employee
turnover rate and less wasted spending on misaligned hires.
Integrate a smarter company communications strategy across all of HR’s major functions to build a more
connected, engaged and productive workforce that is invested in the success of the organization.
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YOUR TRUSTED COMPANY COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM
Keep Employees Informed & Engaged - Increase Productivity & Empower Advocacy

Trusted by Over 200 of the
World’s Leading Brands

The Problem Facing Today’s Global Enterprises

Why Companies Must Evolve

Technology has changed the way we communicate,
costing enterprises time and money.

Companies that transform the way they communicate will
have more connected and informed employees.

Deliver the Signal that Connects Your Employees to Your Company
Dynamic Signal allows world-class companies to increase productivity and
engagement with the only platform trusted by global leaders.
Communications - Enable consistent, relevant communications throughout a globally distributed workforce
Marketing - Increase advocacy, awareness, and reach through a more trusted and authentic channel

HR - Increase productivity, retain and attract better talent, reduce the cost to hire, and minimize workforce attrition

Sales - Increase leads, sales conversions, and thought leadership. Build relationships with prospects during the sales cycle

News

More dedicated funding
towards Employee
Advocacy than any other
vendor in the category

f DynamicSignal

l DynamicSignal

Sharing

7 of the top 10
social enterprises are
Dynamic Signal customers

t @Dynamic_Signal

Messaging

All 8 of top PR Agencies in
the world use Dynamic
Signal internally and suggest
it for their customers

Analytics

10B+ impressions
generated from external
social sharing across all
our customers

www.dynamicsignal.com

